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sciences we may note his views upon one or two of them. In dealing
with the highest (or lowest?) in the scale, be argues that in proportion
to the intelligibility of the laws obtained they are lacking in application
to reality. Logic, for instance, is the most perfect type of absolute
necessity ; but presents a minimum of objectivity. " Elle re'git la surface
des choses, mais n'en determine pas la nature" ; the laws of pure logic
have little or nothing to do with the inner nature of things. But inasmuch
as we find in nature something like classes of beings or species, and
something like classes of facts or laws, there must be some relation
between intelligence and the nature of things in geueral ; we must admit
a sort of tendency in nature towards intelligibility. Mathematical laws,
again, though approaching nearer to reality than those of logic, are still
debarred from realization by their implication of infinite number,—a thing
absolutely inconceivable.

In Psychology M. Boutronx protests against eliminating the soul,
which is the special postulate of the science, and affords the possibility of
a spiritualist metaphysic. The being endowed with a soul is not merely an
end, such as the being endowed with life ; it can set before itself an end,
and imagine the means for realizing it. Hence there are two kinds of
Psychology ; that which is really human, and cannot abstract from the
faculty of reflexion which constitutes man ; and animal Psychology, to
which belong the psychical manifestations of man in so far as he does not
control the forces within him. The mechanism determined by this second
Psychology is the instrument employed by the liberty revealed by the
first, and serves as a link between liberty and nature.

H. DENDY.

Philosophie und Erkenntnistheoru:. Von Dr LUDWIG BUSSE, Privatdozen-
ten der Philosophie an der Universitat Marburg. Leipzig : S. Hirzel,
1894. London : Williams & Norgate. Pp. 288.

The substance of this work was originally presented in the form of
Lectures delivered to the students at the University of Tokio, in Japan,
where the author was Professor (1887-1892). The aim, he says, was to
mediate between the critical and dogmatic schools ; and the two parts of
this essay are devoted respectively to the consideration of Metaphysics
from each of these points of view, (1) Critical, (2) Dogmatic. The first 120
pages of this dissertation are devoted to a somewhat threadbare theme—
the relativity of knowledge. It may be useful, however, to remind
agnostics who are not logicians that even the most sceptical and
subjective attitude in philosophy cannot dispense with an a priori
standpoint,—otherness is implied in the most rigid solipsism ; and dichotomy
is a condition of human reasoning. After having demonstrated in Part I.
the untenability of the purely empirical method in Epistemology, Dr Busse
proceeds in Part n. to reconstruct a system of philosophy on the lines laid
down by Lotze. The single a priori assumption on which Dr Busse builds
is that the necessities of thought are the forms of fact (p. 121). Reality
he considers under three aspects, (1) Principles, (2) Matters of Fact,
(3) Value or Final Cause. These elements are what mathematicians
would term independent variables, each of which is a function of reality;—
still in the absolute they meet as creative ideas or generating principles
(p. 125). But in the universe of phenomena as apprehended by the human
intellect matters of fact have no community of Being with the relations of
ideas. This is Hume's position, which Dr Busse accepts. In treating of
the third element of knowledge, the Why 1 or good of things, our author
passes into the region of Ethics—the reality of moral distinction. He
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naturally criticizes the position of Mill and the Utilitarians, which of course
yields no ground for a priori moral value.

In conclusion Dr Basse quotes Kant's three vital questions of
Philosophy :—What can I know ? What shall I do ? What may I hope ?
The solution of these problems our author promises in a future work,
the preparation for which has been the object of the present.

T. W. L.

Lose Blatter aus Hants Nachlass. Mitgetheilt von RUDOLF REICKE.
Zweites Heft. Konigsberg: F. Beyer, 1895. Pp. 375.

A notice of the first series of these Loose Leaves from Kant* Remains
was given in Mind (1889), vol. xiv., p. 299. The second series, which now
appears in collected form after running through vols. xxviii., xxs., and
xxxi. of the Altpreussische Monatsschrift, continues the publication of the
Kant papers in the Konigsberg Library which were roughly calendared by
Schubert in 13 bundles. Following on the bundles labelled A to D, it
gives us E (the most copious in the collection) and F. The notes and
sketches contained in £ chiefly belong to the years 1790-96, and deal in
the main with Ethics, either as preliminary to the work on the Metaphysic
of Morals, or as lecture notes by way of comment on the relative passages
in Baumgarten's Ethics. The topic of a large number of notes is that of
Sections 1-9 of the Rechtslehre, where he founds the law of property on the
regulative or limitative ' idea' of a communio originaria, or maintains
the fundamental position of the Idealitut des Besitzes. One or two
passages (in pp. 3, 10, 241, 257) discuss the 'point of honour' in reference
to soldiers and women (cf. Rechtsl. § 49, E, 1). Among the ethical
passages, however, special interest attaches to pp. 223 seqq. (dating from
the years 1770-80) which may be with advantage compared with pp. 9-16
in Heft I. The latter passage (as suggested by Hofl'ding in the Archiv f.
O. d. Philosophic vn. 461, and by F. W. Foerster in his Entvrickelungsgang
der Kantwclten Ethik (1894) p. 39) is probably to be dated about 1774. It
marks a standpoint (analogous to that of the Protagoras in Plato's career)
when Kant's phraseology does not yet display the bias to the transcendent
which it exhibited in its subsequent language about' intelligible' freedom
and 'intelligible' world. Some still earlier notes are preliminary to his
cosmical theory of 1755, and to his paper on Optimism.

The bundle F deals chiefly with political philosophy. A few passages
from it had been published by Schubert in Rauiner's Tatchenbuch for 1838.
Some of these are rough notes or first drafts for the essay ' Everlasting
Peace,' and, as the editor notes (pp. 296, 321), give an example of Kant's
method of working for the press. A remark on p. 286 shows him already
in possession of the Hegelian idea of the history of philosophy, as other
passages show him full of the plan of a philosophic system. Of notes
bearing on intellectual philosophy there are but few. -It may be added
that a few biographical details emerge, most of these notes being jotted
down on the blank spaces of letters, accounts, &c. It appears, e.g. p. 239,
tbat Kant, like Lessing, once tried his fortune in a lottery.

It only remains to be added that by careful editing and by illustrative
and explanatory notes Dr Reicke has admirably done his part (as on many
former occasions) to facilitate the study of these interesting memorials.

W. W.
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